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Patentable Claim
Extraction

Patentable Claim Extraction listens to inventors and
builders, extracting and writing patentable claims in
minutes, slashing time to market and costs.

The patent process requires rigorous
validation to ensure claims are novel, non-
obvious, and meet legal standards.
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Problem Statement

Traditional patent claim writing is time-consuming
and expensive. 

Solution Benefits

Patentable Claim Extraction -
a game-changing technology
that automates the process.

Rapid time-to-market and
significant cost savings.
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Technical 
Experts 

Innovation  
Enthusiasts  

Collaborative
Partners

The Team 

Our team of industry veterans combines deep domain knowledge with cutting-
edge AI expertise. We are passionate about leveraging emerging technologies to

drive meaningful change.
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Patentable Claim
Services

From startup founders discussing ideas to engineers
brainstorming designs, Patentable Claim Extraction
adapts to capture patent-worthy innovations. 

Our intelligent system analyzes conversations,
extracts key claims, and generates patentable claims
in the required format. 



Key Features and
Benefits 

Utilizing advanced natural language processing to ensure
accurate and high-quality patentable claims we securely
safeguard your innovations by providing comprehensive
intellectual property protection. 

Automates the slow and complex
process, reducing claim creation
time from weeks to minutes.

Drastically reduces the need for
external legal assistance, resulting
in significant cost savings.
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Our solution seamlessly integrates with existing
systems, leveraging APIs to streamline your workflow.

Built on a scalable and secure cloud infrastructure,
ensuring reliability and data protection.

We provide comprehensive training and
dedicated support to ensure a smooth
implementation process.

Implementation
and Integration 



Our Project
Roadmap  

We are committed to continuous enhancement, integrating
AI-driven legal solutions, and partnering with top enterprise
providers to ensure smooth integration with their platforms.

Enhance our models for more accurate and
comprehensive patent claim generation.80%
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Our 
Portfolio

Built keeping inventors in mind. Whether you're a
startup or a tech giant, our solution scales to meet
your patent needs. Experience a revolution in patent processing

and watch your innovations soar.

Empower your creations, and excel in the
competitive market.
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Your Invention's
Best Ally

Take your inventions to the next level with the power of AI.
Patentable Claim Extraction streamlines the patent journey,
making it faster, simpler, and more efficient.

Description :

PATENTS FILED

+280 Say goodbye to errors and
oversights. Our AI-driven
approach guarantees precision.
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